UVC LED Solutions
Point-of-Use Water Disinfection

WATER

Klaran® UVC LEDs and
solutions are proven to
provide reliable disinfection
at the point-of-use (POU) for
dispensers and coolers.

K l a r a n P o i n t- o f - U s e Wa t e r

The unique 265 nm UVC LED technology,
global support team, and over 20 years of
experience make Klaran the leading choice
for OEMs and distributors of watercoolers,
dispensers, and appliances.
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AA First is a leading watercooler distributor based in the
United Kingdom. When AA First needed a UV disinfection
solution for their watercoolers, they chose Klaran. Having
Klaran’s UVC LED-based water reactors and retrofit
systems makes it easier for AA First to confidently and
cost-effectively pursue new contract opportunities
that require UV treatment and provide high value
upgrades to existing customers.
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Bring the Benefits of Klaran UVC
LED Disinfection to Your Customers

Simple, flexible implementation
Multiple installation options help sales teams
address a range of customer opportunities,
from defining a new OEM unit to installations
at new and existing customer units.

Reliable, long-life
UV disinfection
Klaran UVC LEDs turn on and off instantly,
allowing for longer, more predictable lifetime
than mercury UV lamps or RO systems in POU
applications. Klaran builds trust in product
performance by characterizing and testing
more UVC LEDs and systems than any
other supplier in the industry.

Hygienic water
dispensed as intended
Klaran UVC LED systems have no impact on
water temperature, taste, smell, or flow rate.
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Environmentally friendly
benefits come standard
Klaran UVC LED systems are the mercury-free,
chemical-free, and water waste-free disinfection
solutions that appeal to environmentally conscious
customers without sacrificing performance.
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Challenge

One of the top three European water
distributors was pursuing a large
contract opportunity with a major hotel
chain. However, the water cooler and
dispenser options available from their
preferred manufacturers did not meet
the contract requirement for UV.
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Solution
Klaran analyzed the preferred dispenser
unit and delivered a solution for retrofitting
Klaran WR Series UVC LED reactors directly
into the existing dispenser design, helping the
distributor win the contract. In addition to
creating retrofit installation instructions,
Klaran provided hands-on support to the
technicians responsible for installing the
retrofit reactors to make sure that the
implementation process went smoothly.
Further, Klaran conducted on-site training
and provided educational resources to help
the sales and marketing teams understand
how the technology could be leveraged for
winning new contracts.

Partner with Klaran to
Make UVC LEDs a Solution
for Your Business
Challenge

A water dispenser manufacturer in Europe
wanted to increase their presence in the healthcare
market by introducing a new dispenser that used
UV disinfection. However, lab testing could not
demonstrate consistently low Heterotrophic
Plate Counts (HPC) after long periods of idle
time typical of the customer use case.

Solution
Working with Klaran’s in-house microbiology teams
in the U.S. and Japan, Klaran identified the areas where
HPC growth occurred during stagnation in the dispenser
design and validated a new operating protocol for the
Klaran WR Series UVC LED reactor. The new protocol
provided the dispenser manufacturer’s customers
with consistently low HPC results even after periods
of extended idle time and could be implemented
directly into the customer’s existing design.
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Flexible Integration Options
and Technical Guidance
Klaran products are ready to be
integrated in the field or the factory,
with on-site Application Engineering
support available across North
America, Europe, and Asia to
ensure successful outcomes.

Plug and Play Systems
Klaran provides solutions for immediate
integration into existing field units or
new units purchased from a variety of
manufacturers. Having Klaran products
specified and on-hand during sales and
service visits creates new opportunities
to offer UVC LED-based disinfection
solutions to current and prospective
customers alike.
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Systems Designed-In with OEMs
Klaran’s international team offers
in-person support for direct design
integration of UVC LED systems into
manufacturer designs. Specify Klaran
devices in your next unit orders, and
Klaran will work directly with your
supplier to create a completed design.

Klaran Benefits
Beyond Disinfection

More than just a feature for
water quality, Klaran UVC LEDs
and systems offer unique user
benefits to water service and
eliminate many of the environmental drawbacks of alternative
disinfection technologies.

Assuring the Best Water Experience
• Preserves beneficial mineral content
for intended smell and taste
• No water heating
• No delay in water dispensing
or waiting for RO tanks to refill

The Most Environmentally
Friendly Option for Disinfection
• Mercury-free and chemical-free
• Less energy consumption than POU
UV lamp systems or RO booster pumps
• No waste water discharge, conserving
100 precent of treated water

OEM Solutions
Klaran’s Application and Product
Engineering teams are capable of
creating custom solutions for new
product designs that require unique
UV performance. Combining Klaran’s
leadership in cost and volume with
proprietary design approaches is the
most dependable choice to achieve
competitive product designs.
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The Klaran Diﬀerence
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Klaran is more than just a UVC LED
supplier or reactor design company.
Klaran is your vertically integrated
UVC LED technology partner with a
readily available, international team of
knowledgeable staff and the support
of its parent company, Asahi Kasei
(OTCMKTS: AHKSY). Turn to Klaran
when you’re ready to experience
expert knowledge, service,
and solutions.

Klaran Provides the
Resources to Succeed
• In-person engineering support
and training in multiple languages
• In-house lifetime and disinfection
performance validation
• On-site training, educational
resources, and collaboration to
support sales and marketing teams

In-house Bio Safety Level 2 microbiology lab
for disinfection testing, product development,
and performance validation.

Klaran is the Global Leader in R&D
for UVC LEDs, Reactors, and Solutions
Partnering with Klaran brings global R&D, characterization,
and testing to your business. With over 20 years of expertise
in UVC, Klaran helps the top brands around the world release
products with disinfection capabilities to the market.

Lifetime testing and characterization is conducted on
every UVC LED production lot and for continued internal
and customer product development programs.
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Dependable
AlN Crystal:
The heart of all
Klaran products

Proven performance,
value, and volume from
the vertically integrated
leader in UVC LEDs
and systems.

Fast

Why Top Brands
Trust Klaran

Rapid, on-site integration
and engineering support
from Klaran Application
Engineers located across
Europe, North America,
and Asia.
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Effective
From exceeding customer
testing expectations to
enabling customers to
compete more effectively
for contracts that require
UV, Klaran solutions deliver
meaningful results.

260–275 Nanometers:
The Best for UVC LED Disinfection

Klaran devices emit the most effective wavelengths
of UV energy for disinfection in water, whereas LEDs
that are in or near the UVB range (≥280 nm) require
much more output power to achieve comparable
disinfection performance.

E M I S S I O N R A N G E F O R K L A R A N U VC L E D s

Common Target Microorganisms
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Partnering with
Companies from
Every Level

Manufacturers
From collaborating on new product designs to an accessory for
existing products, Klaran can advance your competitive position by
providing direct integration support and a range of design options.

Water Service Providers
Point-of-use system or dispenser providers can find operational
benefits and new opportunities with Klaran products – whether it’s
equipping your sales and marketing team with plug and play options
or working directly with your manufacturers to define new system
specifications with Klaran products integrated at the factory.

Distributors
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Klaran values deep relationships with customers and has
opportunities for qualified, value-added partners to help
grow these relationships globally by acting as regional
distributors. By providing technical and commercial
support to enhance the way distributors market and
sell UVC LED products, Klaran empowers distributors
to be more successful.

Contact sales@klaran.com
to speak with a regional
manager about working
with Klaran.

About Klaran

k l a r a n k e y a ppl icat io n s

Klaran is dedicated to delivering products
that provide true UVC LED-based disinfection.
Based on a proprietary Aluminum Nitride
technology, Klaran leverages a global footprint
in engineering, supply chain, and service to
provide its partners with proven performance
and delivery of POU water reactors, UVC LED
modules, and discrete UVC LEDs. Klaran guides
and supports partners throughout the design
process from concept to commercialization
with engineering support services and customer
training programs like Klaran University.

Learn more about Klaran today.
www.klaran.com
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Klaran is a business unit of Crystal IS.
In 2011, Crystal IS was acquired by Asahi
Kasei (OTCMKTS: AHKSY)—a diversified
holding company with more than 33,000
employees serving customers in over
100 countries.
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Klaran
70 Cohoes Avenue
Green Island, NY 12183
U.S.A.

